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Give Yourself 5 Positive Self Affirmations
Positive self-talk can boost your confidence and prepare you to persist through
any challenges.
Trace the Santa Hat while saying, I am… You fill in the last word to describe the
positives about you.
Repeat 5 times with 5 different words.
Some ideas to spark
your thinking:
I am…

Strong
Capable
Motivated
Outstanding friend
Excellent
Trustworthy
Responsible
Learning from my mistakes
Interesting
Proud of myself

am
I

Pretend to be
a Nutcracker and a
Rag Doll
Learning Target:
Prepare your mind and body for
learning.
1. Stand tall, straight and very
rigid just like a nutcracker.
2. Tense all your muscles tightly.
3. Breathe in for a count of 3.
4. As you breathe out, pretend
that you have become a rag
doll and s-l-o-w-l-y fall to the
floor.
5. Repeat.

Pretend to be
a Nutcracker and a Rag Doll
Learning Target:
Prepare your mind and body for learning.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stand tall, straight and very rigid
just like a nutcracker.
Tense all your muscles tightly.
Breathe in for a count of 3.
As you breathe out, pretend that
you have become a rag doll and
s-l-o-w-l-y fall to the floor.
Repeat.

STEP 1:
Breath in while
tracing your finger
s-l-o-w-l-y along
the long side of the
rectangle.
STEP 2:
Blow all your air
out fast while
tracing your finger
quickly along the
short side of the
rectangle.

Rectangle
Breathing
Learning Target:
I can fill my brain with
lots of oxygen to
prepare my mind and
body for learning.

Square
Breathing
Learning Target:
I can calm my
mind and body to
be ready to learn.

While breathing and
tracing the present,
remember that you
are a special, unique
and wonderful gift.

Breathe out while counting to 3

Breath in and out while
tracing your finger s-l-ow-l-y along the present.
Count to 3 on each side

Breathe ou while counting to 3

Practice even,
steady breathing.

Breathe in while counting to 3

Breathe in while counting to 3

BE KIND
Giving compliments is a
great way to be kind.
1. Touch each of the
gingerbread cookie’s
buttons.
2. Name one family
member or friend and say
out loud one thing you
admire about that person.
3. Don’t forget to share
your thoughts with the
person.
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